Löwen Play GmbH’s New Casino Games to be Powered in Germany by
Scientific Games
German operator expands games offering following nation’s new regulated framework
LAS VEGAS – November 19, 2020 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific
Games” or the “Company”) launched its OpenGaming™ ecosystem with one of Germany’s leading
operators, Löwen Play GmbH.
With more than 50 years of experience in the industry through its amusement arcades, Löwen Play is
an established operator within Germany. OpenGaming will significantly strengthen the German
operator’s online casino games offering.
The leading content aggregation platform features an extensive library of games available from the
world’s leading studios, supplemented by cutting-edge player features such as free-rounds and
missions with regulatory compliance at the heart of its offering. Löwen Play will now have access to
top performing games including the latest Scientific Games release, Spartacus® Megaways™, as well
as iconic titles 88 Fortunes® and Jin Ji Bao Xi®, with more slots to be added in the following months.
This latest deal highlights the strength of the OpenGaming ecosystem within regulated
markets across the globe. Through its scale, reliability and feature-rich player engagement tools, the
platform delivers unmissable gaming experiences for players worldwide.
Paul Kase, Head of Online Gaming at Löwen Play GmbH, said, “Scientific Games and
its OpenGaming ecosystem are an integral part of our plans to expand the number and variety
of casino games we offer to players. With a comprehensive games library supported by various
features, we’re now in a strong position to further improve our foothold within the German market.”
Dylan Slaney, SVP Gaming, at Scientific Games Digital, said, “We’re excited to have
launched OpenGaming with Löwen Play and strengthen our presence within Germany. Our diligence
and commitment in ensuring that our offering conforms with appropriate regulations sets us ahead of
our competitors. The jurisdiction is an important area of focus for us, and we’re well-positioned to
capitalize on the market’s potential given our expertise and superior product offering. Löwen Play
customers are sure to love the new games that are now available via OpenGaming.”
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic
games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting.
Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content,
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible
gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging
entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please
visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described
in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K
filed with the SEC on February 18, 2020 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements"
and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except
for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.

